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ENGL World Literature II. Essay topics for Voltaire's "Candide". Read the essay writing instructions before you write your
essay. First "Candide" Essay.

While looking back on the book I couldn't think of many characters that displayed admirable qualities. In one
particular passage, Voltaire uses explicit diction, exaggerated details and manipulated syntax in order to
contrast the optimist's romantic view of battle with the horrible reality that is war In Voltaire's Candide, the
impartial narrator travels to distant lands and experiences a range of extremes. It is a land of richness and
where there is a state of being equal in status, rights, belief, and opportunity; it is free of greed, claiming titles
or importance, religious strife or contention, and there is no suffering Mason  However, this is not always the
case, love can be: afflicting, painful, and self-involved. Until now, I have not found in the whole inhabited
earthâ€¦anything but miserable people. How do their reactions to those experiences differ from those of the
men? Leibnitz argued that all of these monads were linked in a complex chain of cause and effect and that this
linking had been done by a divine creator as he created the harmonious universe He challenges society as a
whole by the way he implements real life occurrences into his writing and makes them come alive. He called
the constituent components of the universe monads, and while the philosophy of monads is of little concern to
readers of Candide, the conclusion which Leibnitz drew from these monads is crucial to an understanding of
optimism. In the first chapter, Candide is caught kissing Cunegonde by her father, the Baron, who banishes
him from the castle This theme is shown in Candide's strife for companionship, his experience with wealth,
and his interaction with other characters. This story focuses on the struggles that the women of this time
period faced. However, Voltaire, a powerful and renowned philosopher and writer during the period, often
criticized particular aspects of Enlightment philosophy. In the enlightenment an optimist was defined as
someone who believed that everything happened for the greater good, because of God. What are the chief
characteristics of Voltaire's style? In the story Candide, Voltaire is always portraying his own ideas by using
the characters to illustrate his own ideas. The Implications Of Lack Of Critical Thinking About Oneself And
The World In Candide Candide journeys through life with a childish naivete and shies away from making his
own philosophical proclamations, often allowing others to do his thinking for him and serve as his surrogate
brain. For instance, in Moliere's Tartuffe, the author uses the character of Cleante to speak out against
religious hypocrites: "Nothing that I more cherish and admire than honest zeal and true religious fire To have
his teacher lynched in front of his very eyes. Candide is an optimistic individual, and his story explains the
view of Optimistic Philosophy. Summary : ' Candide ' - Shawheen D. Voltaire believed that the society that he
lived in had many flaws, flaws which are illustrated throughout the story. The old woman's story of her father,
Pope Urban X, and the life of wealth she lived as a child shows the corruption of the Catholic clergy.
Optimism is an attitude in which one remains hopeful and positive despite the negative circumstances. These
two well-known philosophers both held the viewpoint that the world created by God was the best of all
possibilities, a world of perfect order and reason. Thus Voltaire uses a witty, bantering tale on the surface, but
in depth a cruel bombast against the ignoramuses of his times. It is a satirical and absurd look at life and
religion. Love certainly plays an important role in Voltaire's Candide; throughout Candide's journeys, a
constant factor is his love for Lady Cunegonde and his desire to be with her. It is a story that addresses issues
about human nature that other stories choose to ignore. Every female character in this story has had a difficult
life that consisted of lose-lose situations that had a major impact on their lives. Their emotional lives swing
between worries and boredom with almost no periods of prolonged happiness Voltaire strongly emphasizes his
pessimistic view throughout the story. Most particularly, he criticizes violent government behaviour ie; war
and the behaviour of members of the aristocracy, who constituted the bulk of high ranking government and
religious leaders Candide loves the princess of a Baron and is banished from the land because of it
Considering the change in time period when Voltaire originally wrote Candide, the changes needed to be made
in order to contain more modern aspects that the audience would be drawn to. A common intellectual
characteristic of the Enlightenment was anti-feudalism. Written by Voltaire, the literary alias of
Francois-Marie Arouet, the satire covers religion, the wealthy, love, why people thought natural disasters
occurred and especially, philosophy. Irony is used on many levels throughout the book, from overt examples
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such as Pangloss and his unending optimism and adherence to his silly saying despite the fact that he has been
followed by one disaster after another to more covert examples such as the age-old paradigm of the beautiful
desired woman turning ugly when the lover at long last has her. Cunegonde is the daughter of a wealthy
German lord Voltaire's Candide uses satire to vibrantly and sarcastically portray optimism, a philosophical
view from the Enlightenment used to bury the horrors of 18th century life: superstition, sexually transmitted
diseases, aristocracy, the church, tyrannical rulers, civil and religious wars, and the cruel punishment of the
innocent


